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We must all be thankful to Professor Kang Ouyang for his clear and concise summary of the 
main tendencies in Marxist philosophy in China, a country whose development is becoming 
ever more important to the fate of the entire world. It is an impressive list. I was especially 
pleased to learn of the growing interest in Marx’s theory of alienation and his theory of truth, 
and of the widespread opposition to all kinds of dogmatism. The question now arises of how 
to interpret and judge Professor Ouyang’s remarks in these and related areas. For this I can 
come up with no better criterion than the test of practice advanced by Ouyang himself (and 
also by Deng Xiaoping, whose writings are so influential in China today). On the basis of this 
criterion, what is decisive is not what someone says or how well they say it, but what they do, 
what it gets them to do, and how “successful” that is. So, what can we learn about 
contemporary Chinese Marxist philosophy from Ouyang’s practice in presenting it and from 
the real social practices that it has in large part inspired? 

Considerations of space as well as my own limited familiarity with China make a full 
evaluation of Ouyang’s wide-ranging article impossible, so I will focus on only one area, 
market socialism or what is often referred to as “socialism with Chinese characteristics,” 
which is also the area that I know best. My choice can also be justified on the grounds that 
this is the subject on which the new generation of Chinese scholars have made their most 
distinctive contribution and for which they are best known outside China. And here – it must 
be said — it is not a good sign that Professor Ouyang’s account of China’s market economy 
offers us only one side of the picture, presenting only arguments that support the market and 
presenting only the positive results of China’s experience with the market. If “practice” is to 
serve as a criterion for determining truth, progress, justice, alienation or, indeed, anything 
else, then everything that counts as practice must be included in our treatment of the subject. 
Let me suggest what the main arguments both for and against the market (socialist as well as 
capitalist market) look like, and sketch how using the market has affected China, both for 
good and for bad. Through such rhetorical practice, my aim is to provide a helpful basis for 
evaluating both China’s experience with market socialism and Ouyang’s philosophical 
defense of it. 

A market economy has seven main characteristics: l) people buy what they want, but only if 
they can pay for it; 2) thus, money becomes necessary for life; 3) people are forced to do 
anything and to sell anything in order to get money;  4) maximizing profit rather than 
satisfying social needs is the aim of all production and investment; 5) discipline over those 
who produce the wealth of society is no longer exercised by other people (as in slavery and 
feudalism) but by money and the conditions of work that one must accept in order to earn 



money; 6) rationing of  scarce goods takes place through money (based on who has more than 
others) rather than through coupons (based on who has worked harder or longer or has a 
greater need for the good); and 7) since no one is kept from trying to get rich and everyone is 
paid for what they do, people acquire a sense that each person gets (and has gotten) what he 
deserves economically, in short, that both the rich and the poor are responsible for their fates. 
        
Whether the society is developed or underdeveloped, a market economy has several important 
advantages and several major disadvantages: Among the advantages, we find the following: 

1.) Competition between different firms leads to increased efficiency, as firms do whatever is 
necessary – including laying off workers – to lower their costs; 

2.) Most people work harder (the threat of losing one’s job is a great motivator); 

3.) There is more innovation as firms look for new products to sell and cheaper ways to do 
their work; 

4.) Foreign investment is attracted as word gets out about the new opportunities for earning 
profit; 

5.) The size, power, and cost  of the state bureaucracy is correspondingly reduced as various 
activities that are usually associated with the public sector are taken over by  private 
enterprises; 

6.) The forces of production, or at least those involved in making those things people with 
money at home or abroad want to buy, undergo rapid development; 

7.) Many people quickly acquire the technical and social skills and knowledge needed to 
function in this new economy; 

8.) A great variety of consumer goods become available for those who have the money to buy 
them; and 

9.) Large parts of the society take on a bright, merry and colorful air as everyone busies 
himself trying to sell something to someone else. 

These are the main advantages of the market economy, and in his article Professor Ouyang 
gives a good account of them. But, as I said, there are also major disadvantages, and these 
Ouyang neglects. Among the disadvantages, we find the following: 

1.) Distorted investment priorities, as wealth gets directed into what will earn the largest profit 
and not into what most people really need (so public health, public education, and even dikes 
for periodically swollen rivers receive little attention); 

2.) Worsening exploitation of workers, since the harder, faster, and longer  people work –  just 
as the less they get paid –  the more profit is earned by their employer (with this incentive and 
driven by the competition, employers are forever finding new ways to intensify exploitation); 

3.) Overproduction of goods, since workers as a class are never paid enough to buy back, in 
their role as consumers, the ever-growing amount of goods that they produce (in the era of 



automation, computerization and robotization, the gap between what workers produce – and 
can produce – and what their low wage allows them to consume has increased enormously); 

4.) Unused industrial capacity (the mountain of unsold goods has resulted in a large 
percentage of machinery of all kinds lying idle, while many pressing needs – but needs that 
the people who have them can’t pay for – go unmet); 

5.) Growing unemployment  (machines and raw materials are available, but using them to 
satisfy the needs of the people who don’t have the money to pay for what could be made 
would not generate profits for those who own the machines and raw materials – and in a 
market economy profits are what matters); 

6.) Growing social and economic inequality (the rich get richer and everyone else gets poorer, 
many absolutely and the rest in relation to the rapidly growing wealth of the rich); 

7.) With such a gap between the rich and the poor, egalitarian social relations become 
impossible (people with a lot of money begin to think of themselves as a better kind of human 
being and to view the poor with contempt, while the poor feel a mixture of hatred, envy and 
queasy respect for the rich); 

8.) Those with the most money also begin to exercise a disproportionate political influence, 
which they use to help themselves make still more money; 

9.) Increase in corruption in all sectors of society, which further increases the power of those 
with a lot of money and puts those without the money to bribe officials at a severe 
disadvantage; 

10.) Increase in all kinds of economic crimes, with people trying to acquire  money illegally 
when legal means are not available (and sometimes even when they are); 

11.) Reduced social benefits and welfare (since such benefits are financed at least in part by 
taxes, extended benefits generally means reduced profits for the rich; furthermore, any social 
safety net makes workers less fearful of losing their jobs and consequently less willing to do 
anything to keep them); 

12.) Worsening ecological degradation (since any effort to improve the quality of the air and 
of the water costs the owners of industry money and reduces profits, our natural home 
becomes increasingly unlivable); 

13.) With all this, people of all classes begin to misunderstand the new social relations and 
powers that arise through the operations of a market economy as natural phenomena with a 
life and will of their own (money, for example, gets taken as an almost supernatural power 
that stands above people and orders their lives, rather than as a material vehicle into which 
people, through their alienated relations with their productive activity and its products, have 
poured their own power and potential; and the market itself, which is just one possible way in 
which social wealth can be distributed, is taken as the way nature itself intended human 
beings to relate to each other, as more in keeping with basic human nature than any other 
possibility. As part of this, people no longer believe in a future that could be qualitatively 
different or in their ability, either individually or collectively, to help bring it about. In short, 
what Marx called “ideological thinking” becomes general); 



14.) The same market experiences develop a set of anti-social attitudes and emotions (people 
become egotistical, concerned only with themselves. “Me first,” “anything for money,” 
“winning in competition no matter what the human costs” become what drives them in all 
areas of life. They also become very anxious and economically insecure, afraid of losing their 
job, their home, their sale, etc.; and they worry about money all the time. In this situation, 
feelings as well as ideas of cooperation and mutual concern are seriously weakened, where 
they don’t disappear altogether, for in a market economy it is against one’s personal interest 
to cooperate with others); 

15.) With people’s thoughts and emotions affected in these ways by their life in a market 
economy, it becomes very difficult for the government, any government, to give them a true 
picture of the country’s problems (it is more conducive to stability to feed people illusions of 
unending economic growth and fairy tales of how they too can get rich.  Exaggerating the 
positive achievements of society and seldom if ever mentioning its negative features is also 
the best means of attracting foreign investment. With so much of the economy depending on 
“favorable market psychology,” the government simply cannot afford to be completely honest 
either with its own people or the rest of the world on what is really happening in the country); 

16.) Finally, the market economy leads to periodic economic crises, where all these 
disadvantages develop to a point that most of the advantages I mentioned earlier simply dry 
up  – the economy stops growing, fewer things are made, development of the forces of 
production slows down, investment drops off, etc. (a close look at the trends apparent in the 
disadvantages of the market should make clear why such crises are inevitable in a market 
economy). 

Until an economic crisis occurs, it is possible to take the position that the advantages of a 
market economy outweigh its disadvantages, or the opposite position, and to develop a 
political strategy that accords with one’s view, whatever it is. But if a crisis does away with 
most of the important advantages associated with the market, this is no longer possible. It 
simply makes no sense to continue arguing that we must give priority to the advantages of the 
market when they are in the process of disappearing. 

Once we have recognized all the main advantages and disadvantages of the market economy, 
and once we have had a chance to examine and compare them, there are three major questions 
that remain to be answered.  First, is it possible to have the advantages of the market economy 
without the disadvantages?  Both theory and empirical evidence argue strongly that the 
answer is “no.” Even a quick perusal of Marx’s analysis of how the market economy works 
reveals it as an organic whole in which each part serves as an internal aspect in the 
functioning of the others. Similarly, their effects, both good and bad (what I’ve called 
“advantages” and “disadvantages”), entail one another; they are extended parts and/or 
necessary preconditions or effects of each other. For example, market experiences produce, of 
necessity, market personalities in people, and market personalities become a necessary 
precondition for people of all classes to engage in market relations effectively, and hence for 
the market to work as well as it does. You can’t, in other words, place people in market 
relations and expect them to retain very much of the socialist ideas, values and emotions that 
may once have had. And the same glue holds together all the economic, social and 
psychological aspects of a market economy. 

For empirical evidence, just look at how quickly and how thoroughly China fell victim to all 
the disadvantages of the market once it set out to avail itself of  the market’s advantages. The 



Chinese government would have liked nothing better than to avoid these crippling 
disadvantages. It simply was not possible. 

A second key question is – is the equilibrium between the advantages and disadvantages of 
the market economy stable or changing? The answer is that they are constantly changing, and 
if changes sometimes favor the advantages (not by making the disadvantages disappear, 
which is impossible, but by making them appear smaller), the movement toward economic 
crisis that is taking place in all market economies today makes it clear that it is the 
disadvantages associated with the market that are becoming its most prominent features. 

The third, and final, major question is – can people change their mind about the market? And 
the answer is – of course. They do so all the time, moving from “against” to “in favor” or 
from “in favor” to “against.” Just because a society opted for one approach to the market, let’s 
say 25 years ago, when one set of problems were dominant, is not in itself a good reason to 
retain this approach when another set of problems become far more pressing. 

If the answers I have given to these three questions are correct, then the central problem 
facing China today might be posed as follows: Should China stick with the market economy 
in order to continue to benefit from what’s left of its advantages (and simply accept all the 
negatives that come with it), or – because the disadvantages have gotten so bad – should 
China now do whatever is necessary to deal with them (and treat whatever benefits it once got 
from the market as secondary)? It is, of course, not for me but for the Chinese people to say 
what should be done.  I have only tried to clarify what is involved in making such a 
momentous decision, and, also – and now we return to Ouyang’s article – to suggest that it is 
only by fully laying out the main advantages and disadvantages of market socialism that any 
effective solution to China’s problems can be found. Anything less, any recourse to one-
sidedness in confronting this situation, is bad economics and bad philosophy, Marxist or 
otherwise. 

According to Ouyang, the core of Deng Xiaoping’s teachings is directed to “emancipating the 
mind” and “seeking truth from facts.” I can’t think of anything that is more important for us, 
for all of us, to do. The fate of China today hinges on how well the Chinese people – leaders, 
philosophers, and ordinary people alike – can apply this advice to Deng’s own words and the 
social and economic reforms that have followed from them. 
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On “Emancipating the Mind”: A Reply to Professor Kang 
Ouyang 

It is very useful to have from Professor Kang Ouyang an elaborated statement of the 
philosophical and theoretical roots of the “market reforms” initiated under Deng Xiaoping.  
However, his essay raises fundamental issues in regard to philosophy, socialism and Marxism, 
and social practice in the context of Chinese development.  Space allows for dealing with only 
a few of the more essential questions that he addresses. 

1) “Emancipating the Mind.”  Professor Ouyang states that since 1978, when Deng regained 
power, China has experienced a “thought liberation movement,” away from what he describes 
as the dogmatic application of “a kind of Struggle Philosophy” under Mao Zedong. No one 
who has visited China more than once in recent years can doubt that there has been an 
increasing willingness on the part of many Chinese to speak openly about their views on 
many topics. But Professor Ouyang ignores the opposite side of this development, which is 
that many of those who opposed the introduction of “market reforms” and the social 
consequences to which they have led have experienced not “emancipation,” but rather 
repression.  To a large extent, the period since 1978 has seen the replacement of the theories 
of Mao with a dogmatically applied “free market” ideology, “the servant of Deng’s politics.”  
Thus with each step in the relentless advance of “marketization,” the Chinese people have 
been encouraged to “emancipate their minds” further in the acceptance of the growing 
recapitalization and privatization of the economy.  Many of those who dissented were 
removed from office or otherwise effectively silenced.  Today Marxists who still hold to the 
concept of collectivism are often afraid to express their ideas freely, especially in the presence 
of those in authority.  What is viewed as emancipation by some, is thus experienced as new 
forms of constraint by others. 

2) Reversing history.  This same “reversal” applies to such historical events as the Cultural 
Revolution as well.  We cannot here offer a detailed analysis of that experience, but we 
should  remember that while academics were among its central targets, often suffering brutal 
attacks, workers and peasants may look back on that same era as one in which they were 
allowed and even encouraged for the first time to oppose the authority of party and state 
officials, a time when traditional gender and familial relations were challenged, and when 
class divisions and the rural/urban gap in education and medical care were lessened. Many 
members of the working classes almost certainly feel much less “free” to express their ideas 
today, faced with corrupt officials and ever more exploitative employers, than they did during 
the mass movements of that time.  Workers and peasants often have a much more favorable 
view of the Cultural Revolution than the one-sided condemnations so common among 
intellectuals. 

3) “Fair competition” of philosophical systems.  The reforms were introduced into China not 
through the “free marketplace of ideas,” but by governmental dictat.  The market was 



imposed on the Chinese, notably in the breakup of even those agricultural communes that 
were well-functioning and productive in the late 1970s.  For many farmers, the “individual 
responsibility” system of agriculture has meant an improvement in their standard of living.  
But “freeing” the peasants from their collective forms of production has meant for tens of 
millions not only loss of a secure relation to the land, but also the end of the forms of social 
security which they enjoyed as members of the communes, and the collapse of educational 
and medical care in many of the rural areas, where there are no longer sufficient local 
resources to pay for them.  Thus “Primary education and health services are in deep decline in 
the countryside.”1  Such polarization is typical of “market reforms” worldwide.  Commenting 
on the role of “modern economically-rational development (especially capitalism),” one 
student of rural changes has noted: “In one way, the process can be seen as the liberation of 
peasants from the land and the village.  In another way, it can be seen as the severing of the 
peasantry from the land and the dissolution of the village.  The process of economic 
development in the developing world has been violent and tragic for peasants.  Their 
‘liberation’ from the land has more often been experienced by the peasantry as a tragedy than 
a blessing.”2  The “floating population” of Chinese peasant migrants who have been 
displaced from the villages or driven by economic circumstances to seek work in the cities is 
now put at some 130 million.  Millions more, especially women from poor rural areas, work 
in highly exploitative and often dangerous conditions in the sweatshop industries of foreign 
investors and joint ventures in the “marketization” heartland on the Southern and Eastern 
coasts. 

4) “Adjusting the mentality” of the workers.  In practice, such ideas as “emancipating the 
mind” are employed directly against the working classes.  Thus in 1997 Li Boyang, Minister 
of Labor, “urged people to change their concept of employment, which to Chinese has tended 
to be work in government departments and enterprises.  Many Chinese shun jobs such as 
housekeeping, and don’t consider themselves really employed if they do take these jobs.”3  
From being secure members of the industrial working class, the Chinese proletariat are now 
being urged to accept instead such work as that of domestic servants in the houses of the 
newly rich.  Or as Deputy Prime Minister Wu Banguo put it, “We have to adjust their 
mentality toward certain kinds of jobs.”4  This “mental adjustment” leads directly to the 
greater exploitation of the workers, as well as to a sense of degradation.  “Many jobs in the 
service sector that is supposed to absorb the unemployed involve onerous work and wages 
that appall one-time factory workers used to receiving more like $80 to $100 a month plus 
housing, health and pension benefits — and, perhaps more important, [who] thought of 
themselves as proud standard-bearers of a socialist republic.”5 

5) The “free will” of the working classes.  The above examples from theory and practice 
illustrate that philosophical ideas such as “emancipation,” “liberation,” or “freedom” cannot 
be dealt with in abstraction apart from their social content.  As Marx himself made so clear, 
bourgeois liberties are two-sided. On the one hand, they represent a liberation from the 
constraints of feudal relations and clerical or other traditional systems of thought.  But under 
capitalist society, workers in particular are also “free” to be unemployed, and even to starve, 
if they cannot find jobs.  As Marx put it in Capital, [T]he owner of money must meet in the 
market with the free labourer, free in the double sense, that as a free man he can dispose of his 
labour-power as his own commodity, and that on the other hand he has no other commodity 
for sale, is short of everything necessary for the realisation of his labour-power. Marx went on 
to mockingly summarize this relation: 

This sphere… is in fact a very Eden of the innate rights of man.  There alone rule Freedom, 
Equality, Property … Freedom, because both buyer and seller of a commodity, say of labour-



power, are constrained only by their own free will.6 
  
In China today, workers face not only the constraints of the marketplace, but as with the 
peasants a quarter of a century ago, imposition by the government of policies which are 
destroying the job security and collective benefits they enjoyed.  Here too, the “market” is 
being enforced by official dictat, absent any “free will” on the part of the workers 
themselves.  The result is the rapid creation of an urban “reserve army of labor.”  “By 1999, 
the shadow of unemployment had fallen on most state-owned firms. Officially published 
figures put the jobless at 12 million, but the actual number must be far higher than this.”7  
Because many of the unemployed are still kept on the books of enterprises, some estimates of 
their numbers run as high as two or three times the official figure. 

6) “The liberation of the human spirit.”  In the summer of 1999, I returned to Changchun, in 
the Northeast of China, where I had lived for four months in 1993-94.  On one street corner 
after another, I now found groups of workers, laid off from state-owned enterprises, standing 
around hoping that someone would come by and offer them any kind of day work, a sight 
completely unknown only five years earlier.  On more than one occasion, they quite literally 
pointed to their stomachs and said, “We have no food.” They also remarked bitterly that 
“when Mao Zedong was alive, there were no unemployed.”  In Changsha, in south central 
China, I was told stories of similar conditions, such as the laid off worker family forced to 
boil fat in order to get oil for cooking, eating the remnants as their only meat, and barely able 
to afford vegetables, while trying to save enough to pay the school fees for their children.  
“They are completely miserable,” a relative put it.  Migrancy, street hustling, exploitation, 
rapidly rising unemployment, and outright hunger are the fate today for a large proportion of 
the once proud and secure Chinese working classes. Yet we are told that “the most important 
contributions of Deng Xiaoping theory lie in the liberation of the human spirit.” 

7) A “classless” socialism.  Whether mental or physical, therefore, “freedom” has a class 
content.  But the Theory of Deng Xiaoping, and its elaboration by Professor Ouyang, strip 
socialist and Marxist concepts of their base in the struggle of classes. In its place, there is the 
assertion that for Marx and Engels, “the highest goal of socialism is to create higher 
productive forces, to get rid of social inequality, to destroy poverty, and to make all social 
groups richer.”  This “productivist” view of socialist society subordinates everything to 
economic growth, which it is believed can “enrich all members of society,” thereby 
eliminating the necessity of class conflict.  In place of the”struggle philosophy” of Mao, Deng 
and those who follow him have substituted a “non-” or even “anti-struggle” conception, in 
which social stability is the highest requirement, in order not to disrupt production.  It is this 
concept which led directly to the crushing of students, and especially workers, at Tiananmen 
in 1989.  Yet in the essay by Professor Ouyang the word “class” hardly appears.  There is no 
mention of the working classes at all, much less of the concept of exploitation, or of the 
revolutionary struggle that is necessary to put an end to it. 

8.) “Abandoning some Marxist theories.”  Marxism in turn is reduced to a kind of 
individualistic humanism.  Certainly it is necessary not to focus only on the collective.  But 
for Marx, individual liberation was not possible within class society, where even the most 
wealthy and privileged suffer alienation. Thus, “In bourgeois society capital is independent 
and has individuality, while the living person is dependent and has no individuality.”8 For 
Marx, therefore, only through ending the exploitation of some classes by others could the 
unique individuality of each person finally be freed.  The conflict of classes as the driving 
force of history and the revolutionary struggles to which it gives rise are the central and 
unique insights of Marx.  It is this which sets him apart from the many bourgeois advocates of 



higher production, poverty relief, and individualist humanism.  By removing class from 
socialism and Marxism, Professor Ouyang reduces them to a variant of reformism.  He even 
goes so far as to say that the most famous words of Marx are: “Philosophers only explain the 
world, but the problem is to change it.”  I beg to differ.  If there is a most famous saying of 
Marx and Engels, surely it is the last lines of the Communist Manifesto, written only four 
years later: “The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains.  They have a world to 
win.  Working men of all countries, Unite!”  It is these last words that are actually inscribed 
on the grave of Marx, for it was the class unity and the revolutionary struggle of the 
proletariat that he championed. 

9) “Getting rid of social inequality.”  Though China has made major gains under the reforms 
in reducing the worst forms of impoverishment, especially in some isolated rural regions, and 
has undeniably improved the living standards of a significant proportion of the population, the 
record is abysmal in the area of income polarization.  This results from two parallel and 
interrelated developments, not seen in China for decades.  On the one hand, “market reforms” 
have generated new forms of poverty, especially among migrants and the urban working 
class.  On the other, a newly wealthy bourgeoisie of entrepreneurs, enterprise managers, and 
often corrupt officials has emerged.  The result is a rapid repolarization of the society. “At last 
month’s annual session of the National People’s Congress (NPC), Premier Zhu Rongji warned 
that a 1999 survey put China’s Gini Coefficient [of inequality]… at 0.39, ‘close to the 
international danger level’ of 0.4… Most experts agree that a more accurate estimate of the 
current figure is 0.458, although some claim the true figure is as high as 0.59.”9  The latter 
number would put China in the ranks of the most unequal countries in the world, such as 
Brazil. The full impact of this inequality can only be understood against the history of 
egalitarianism under Mao, with the Gini index in 1978, two years after his death, rated at “just 
0.15, among the lowest in the world.”10  Yet in 1984, Deng Xiaoping had asserted that 
because China will continue to “adhere to socialism… no polarization will occur as our 
productive forces become developed in 20 to 30 years from now.”11  If, as Professor Ouyang 
also states, “getting rid of social inequality” is one of “highest goals” of a socialist system, 
and if “seeking truth from facts” is the only criterion for judging this, then it is clear that 
Chinese “market reforms” have failed this basic test. 

10) The return of the conflict of classes.  It is this failure, and the widespread corruption with 
which it is so commonly associated, that has led to the resurgence of class struggle.  “In short, 
workers in state-owned factories have seen their social status shrink swiftly and drastically, 
losing their once protected position day by day.  The result has been a major shrinkage in the 
middle layers of Chinese society, and a rapid expansion of its lower layers, an obvious 
formula for social instability.”12  The situation in the countryside is in many cases even 
worse.  “Farmers’ incomes are growing almost three times more slowly than urban incomes.  
However, taxes on rural communities are growing faster than those in the cities, leading to an 
increasing gap between the haves in the urban areas and the have-nots on the farm.”13 As a 
result, demonstrations by workers and peasants have become increasingly frequent, some of 
them involving tens of thousands of participants and leading to violent clashes and attacks on 
local authorities and the newly rich.  Even many of the “middle class” are deeply disturbed by 
the vast polarization of Chinese society and the rise of a new bourgeoisie who live in an 
increasingly isolated luxury. 

11) “Independent academic philosophical research.”  Given these facts, it is necessary to ask 
why a theory of socialism and Marxism that attempts to ignore class conflict might arise.  In 
part, the answer in this instance may lie in the “independence” of the purely academic study 
of philosophy, which has no ties to the lives of the working classes.  This stands in stark 



contrast to the philosophical essays by Mao, which were written in direct and straightforward 
language, meant to help even the peasants and workers with little or no schooling to 
participate in the study and addressing of complex social questions.  But as social critic He 
Qinglian has noted, today the intellectual stratum in China has become highly fragmented, 
with some who “know very little about the actual problems of society.”14  Still, this kind of 
isolation is not inevitable, and not all academic philosophers take such a route.  In the United 
States, for example, the Radical Philosophy Association, which includes in its ranks highly 
trained academics, has taken an active role in the struggle against class exploitation, racial and 
gender oppression, and imperialism, engaging both intellectually and in practice with some of 
the most important societal issues of the day. 

12) The search for “true socialism.”  Professor Ouyang expresses satisfaction that, in his view, 
“Marxism became a subject that could be reflected upon, examined, renewed, and 
developed.”  In this spirit, we too should examine why some Marxists ignore the class conflict 
in their search for a “true socialism” that can be “accepted and followed” by the people.  
There is actually nothing new about this phenomenon.  In Part III of the Manifesto, Marx and 
Engels analyzed various forms of socialism, each representing the interests of different 
classes.  It is evident that a variety of Marxisms can also be adapted to represent other class 
formations than that of the proletariat.  It is in part for this reason that Marx once remarked 
that he was not a “Marxist,” given the distortions to which his ideas were subjected.  Among 
the positions analyzed in the Manifesto was “German, or ‘True,’ Socialism,” which “ceased… 
to express the struggle of one class with the other… conscious of having overcome ‘French 
one-sidedness’ and of representing, not true requirements, but the requirements of Truth; not 
the interests of the proletariat, but the interests of Human Nature, of Man in general, who 
belongs to no class, has no reality, who exists only in the misty realm of philosophical 
fantasy.”15 As an expression of the petty bourgeoisie, this form of socialism is concerned, 
above all, with helping that class to escape from being crushed between the capitalists and the 
proletarians.  Thus it hopes to avoid the conflict of classes, at least in part by simply ignoring 
it.  But the class struggle in China today can no longer be ignored.  Hopefully, therefore, 
Chinese philosophers, especially those who identify themselves as Marxists, will be able to 
find room in their work, in addition to examining such issues as “the concrete and historical 
unity among Truth, Good, and Beauty,” to address such fundamental Marxist “philosophical” 
questions as why so many workers have no food in their stomachs, and to lend their support 
once again to the struggles of the working classes.  Only in this manner can philosophy in 
China help give the practice of socialism and Marxism renewed meaning in the lives of the 
people. 
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